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Abstract 
Tracking people in a video sequence is one of the fields of interest in computer vision. It has broad 
applications in motion capture and surveillance. However, due to the complexity of human dynamic structure, 
detecting and tracking are not straightforward. Consequently, different detection and tracking techniques 
with different applications and performance have been developed. To minimize the noise between the 
prediction and measurement during tracking, Kalman filter has been used as a filtering technique. At the 
same time, in most cases, detection and tracking results from a single sensor is not enough to detect and 
track a person. To avoid this problem, using a multi-sensor fusion technique is indispensable. In this paper a 
comparative survey of detection, tracking and multi-sensor fusion methods are presented. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Tracking people as they move through video sequences is 
one of the most basic and most important tasks in 
computer vision [1], [2], [3]. It has numerous applications 
in surveillance vehicle tracking, motion capture, human-
computer interaction, robotics etc. Due to the complexity 
of human dynamic structures, the detection is not easy 
and straightforward. As a result, there are deferent 
detection and tracking techniques with different 
applications and capacities. 
The detection results may not represent actual values as 
always there are artifacts introduced during video 
capturing. Consequently, it is important to a filter in 
order to estimate the measured signals. Kalman filter is 
used in this paper as it is an optimal signal estimator that 
provides the estimation of a signal in a noise [4], [5]. To 
minimize the covariance of the above two techniques, a 
Kalman filter is used as filtering method. Finally, two 
methods of multi-sensor data fusion are implemented. 
For parallel and improved computational gain, some 
researchers in [6], [7], [8], [9] proposed hardware 
implementations of HoG and Camshaft. Similarly, 
hardware-based data fusion algorithms are implemented 
in [4]. However, due to the complexity of human dynamic 
structure, there are numerous algorithm developed for 
detection, tracking, and multi-sensor data fusion. These 
different techniques provide different performances 
depending on the application. In this paper, comparative 
survey of HOG and CAMShift detectors, Kalman filter 
based tracking and multi-sensor fusion methods are 
presented. 
2 DETECTION 
The People detection is the first step in different tracking 
applications [10]. It is the process of determining the 
presence of a person in video frames and determines the 
location and size of the person. There are different 
human detection algorithms like Histograms of Oriented 
Gradient (HOG)[11] and CAMshift[12], Viola and Jones 
[13]. However, as HOG and CAMshift has proposed by 
many authors, in this paper comparison of HOG and 
CAMshift will be presented. 
2.1 HOG for People Detection 
HOG object or people detection technique works based 
on locally contrast normalized histogram of orientation 
gradients. Local object appearance and shape are 
characterized by the distribution of local intensity 
gradients or edge directions [11]. The HOG detection 
method is proposed used for people detecting people in 
video sequence in [3], [11], [14], [15] and [16]. HOG 
works based on local contrast normalized histogram of 
orientation gradients. Local object appearance and shape 
are characterized by the distribution of local intensity 
gradients or edge directions [11]. 
 
(a) HOG detection       (b) HOG(red) Vs GT(yellow) 
Figure 1 HOG detection and corresponding GT. 
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2.2 CAMshift for People Detection 
The CAMshift algorithm has been used as 
detection method for people tracking [17], [18], [19], [20] 
and [21]. The algorithm applies color data to probability 
distribution, especially hue data in HSV. The color 
probability distribution map called back projected image 
is made and used for tracking operations [12]. As this 
algorithm finds the color probability distribution to track 
the object, applying directly on the given video did not 
give the expected result. This is due to the fact that the 
color distribution may be dominated by the static 
background. To minimize the effect of the static 
background, a background subtraction can be used 
before applying the CAMshift. The result of CAMshift 
detection is given in Fig 2. Out of the six people tracked in 
the ground truth, only one person is detected. This is 
because of the fact that when applying background 
subtraction, people in very slow motion will be treated as 
static object and removed. In this specific lab threshold is 
used to remove the noise coming from the people 
moving slowly. From the actual video, the person going 
out of the shop is moving fast comparing with the other 
people in the video. The question is why the centroids of 
the CAMshift detection are lower than the centroids of 
the ground truth. This may be due to the high variation in 
the half lower part of the person’s body including his 
hands and feet. 
  
        (a) CAMshift detection         (b) CAMshift(red) Vs GT(yellow) 
Figure 2 CAMshift detection and corresponding GT. 
 
2.3 Pros and cons 
The HOG detectors gives better results both in 
terms of the number of detected peoples and accuracy of 
the tracked two people with respect the ground truth. 
The limitation of HOG is computation speed. As the 
algorithm works based on local normalized gradient, it is 
very slow. On the other hand, as the CAMshift was 
applied on background subtracted image, it tracks only 
the person in high motion as there is high variation in the 
pixel intensity (hue) around this region. The CAMshift is 
very fast but not gives accurate tracking result. Both the 
above detectors are not invariant to occlusion. The MSE 
of both detectors is computed with respect to the ground 
truth tracking for the man going out from the shop as 
shown in Fig. 3 and Table III. The result shows that the 
HOG detection method provides better performance 
than the CAMshift. 
 
Figure 3 MSE of HOG and CAMshiftT with respect to GT. 
 
HOG CAMshift 
17.03 20.07 
Table 1 Quantitative MSE of the HOG and CAMshift 
 
Even though HOG detectors give better results both 
in terms of the number of detected people and accuracy 
of the position of the detected people, it has low speed 
and is not robust for occlusion. To overcome the problem 
related to computational speed, Authors in [22], [6], [8], 
[15] have proposed hardware based implementation of 
HOG for people tracking. However, there are always 
some outliers and variance in the detection and can be 
improved by applying a filter. Kalman filter [23] has been 
proposed as an efficient filtering technique to predict the 
next detection and improve the overall tracking. One way 
to minimize the problems related to occlusion is to use 
multi-camera and use the multi-camera fusion 
techniques as proposed in [16]. 
3 TRACKING 
Tracking is the process of finding trajectories of 
objects over time from a given sequence of images. There 
are two approaches of tracking methods. The first is 
deterministic methods where tracking is performed by an 
iterative search for a local maximum of similarity 
measure between a template of the target and the 
current frame. The second tracking method is a 
probabilistic method which uses a state-space 
representation of a moving object to model its underlying 
dynamics. In this method, the tracking problem is viewed 
as a Bayesian interference problem. Examples are Kalman 
filter and particle filters.  
The advantage of the second tracking method is, it 
avoids the bulk work for segmentation and searching in 
the full image. There are three key steps in this process, 
prediction, matching (data association) and correction 
(updating). Tracking involves two basic steps motion and 
matching. Motion predicts the limited search region in 
which the tracked object most likely to be in the next 
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frame. Matching identifies the object within the designed 
search region.  
Combining the detection methods with estimation 
filters can easily improve the tracking result. The Kalman 
filter has been used as estimation method for object and 
people tracking [24], [25], [26]. Authors in [23] have 
proposed a combination of HOG and Kalman filter for 
efficient human detection and tracking in a video.  
The detections can be improved by applying a 
Kalman filtered modeled using the standard equations of 
motions for constant velocity and acceleration. 
Considering the centroid of the tracking as point object in 
motion from one frame to the next frames, the 
displacement can be expressed using equations 1 and 2 
for constant velocity and acceleration in 1D. 
 
      (1) 
 
               (2) 
 
Since the tracking is in 2D, the above equation 
can be easily adopted to fit with the 2D motion model by 
decomposing the centroid r into its x and y component. In 
this case of constant velocity, we will have 4x4 transition 
matrix representing the displacement and velocity in x 
and y. At the same time for constant acceleration, the 
transition matrix will be 6x6 representing displacement, 
velocity and acceleration in x and y directions. The state 
transition and observation matrices for constant velocity 
model are given in equation 3 and 4. 
   (3) 
   (4) 
 
A 6x6 matrix for state transition and 2x6 matrix 
for observation are used in the acceleration model in a 
similar manner as the equations of the constant velocity 
model. Process noise and the measurement noise 
matrices are assumed to be identity. 
The second order Kalman filter (position, 
velocity, and acceleration) is used to model the motion of 
each person in the scene. The Kalman filter works in two 
stages: prediction and correction. Taking the HOG 
detection and CAMshift as a measurement/observation 
for the Kalman filter, the next possible detection is 
predicted using the state transition matrix derived from 
the equation of motion model. The challenge comes 
when the person under tracking is missed after some 
time. In this case there will be only prediction without 
any update. The difference between constant velocity 
and acceleration comes in this step. From our 
experiment, the acceleration model gives better 
prediction result when the person is detected. On the 
other hand, the constant velocity model performs better 
in prediction when the person is missed in the middle. 
The overall MSE of both detectors before and after 
Kalman filter is given in Table 2. The result shows that 
Kalman filter improves the tracking.  
 
Technique Before filtering After filtering 
HOG 17.03 14.68 
CAMshift 20.07 17.21 
      Table 2 MSE Before and after Kalman filtering 
 
 
 
(a)                             (b)  
Figure 4 HOG detection a) Before Kalman filter 
(yellow=GT, red=HOG) b) After Kalman filter 
(yellow=GT, red=HOG). 
 
 
 
(a) Before filter(green=GT, red=CAM) (b) After filter (green=GT, 
red=CAM) 
Figure 5 CAMshift detection before and after Kalman 
filter. 
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Figure 6 MSE of HOG before and after Kalman filter. 
 
Figure 7 MSE of CAMshift before and after Kalman filter. 
 
 
4 DATA FUSION 
Data fusion [27] [28] is the process of combining 
information from a number of different sources to 
improve the certainty and accuracy of the information. 
Tracking of moving people in a video can be improved by 
fusing tracking of different camera capturing the same 
person from different angles[29], [30] as shown Fig. 8. 
Two techniques of multi-sensor data fusion called 
weighted sum and Winner-take-all are compared in this 
paper. The first fusing method works by taking a 
weighted sum of the filtered points. The second fusion 
method proposed works based on the rule winner-take-
all. It considers the filtered point with high value as the 
correct answer. 
 
Figure 8 multi-sensors fusion. 
 
4.1 Weighted sum 
The weighted sum is a linear combination method 
[31] of multi-sensor data fusion. The weights of each 
sensor depend on their tracking contribution of the 
target person. The performance of this fusion method is 
highly dependent on the weight selection. Normally 
when the contribution of the cameras involved in the 
detection of the person or the number of frames where 
the person is detected in all cameras are equal, a simple 
averaging method can be used to get the fused tracking 
result. 
To fuse the tracking of the person from two 
camera using the weighted sum method on the base 
plane, first the Kalman filter is applied to minimize the 
error compared with the ground truth before projecting 
the tracking results. Though the result is not perfect as 
the ground truth, it is assumed that the deviation 
between GT and HOG is reduced after Kalman filter. After 
projecting the filtered tracking points from the two 
cameras, a weighted sum is used. The key point here is, 
the weights given to each camera tracking result. 
Normally when the contribution of the two cameras to 
the detection of the person or the number of frames 
where the person is detected in both cameras is equal, 
we can use a simple averaging method which gives equal 
weight to both cameras tracking result. But in this specific 
video used, the corridor camera has more contribution 
than the front. As a result, a biased weight is used to give 
some advance to the corridor camera. In this experiment, 
0.8 by 0.2 weights are used for the corridor and front 
camera respectively. Since the person disappears from 
the front camera after some times while staying in the 
corridor camera, a threshold is used to give a full weight 
to the corridor camera when the person is missed for 
consecutive frames in the front camera. Otherwise the 
overall result will be affected due to the prediction 
without update in the front camera. As the main target of 
this practical work is to compare with the ground truth, 
both the ground truth and the tracking are projected in 
to the base plane. But unlike the HOG detection, to fuse 
the GT, a simple averaging method is used when the 
person detected from both sides and if it is detected only 
in one side the result of the single camera is considered 
without averaging. The fusion result of this method 
showed that the MSE is reduced to 13.23 from 17.03..  
4.2 Winner-take-all 
Winner-take-all [32] is a fusion method where the 
entire sensor which gives better result is selected. This 
multi-sensor fusion method is important when the 
discrepancy contributions of the sensors are different. It 
helps to avoid the contribution of an unhealthy sensor to 
the overall tracking result. In addition, when the person 
in a track is disappeared from the sensor after some time, 
there will be only prediction without update/detection. 
Consequently, the tracking points from this sensor are 
unhealthy and it has to be ignored and the Winner take- 
all method helps to select the one with the highest score. 
4.3 Pros and cons of Fusion Methods 
The weighed sum fusion method is easy and 
straight forward to implement and gives good result as 
shown in Fig. 9. If the detection from both cameras is 
almost similar and comparable, it is possible to achieve 
better result by simply taking average of the two points. 
But if the detection from both camera is not equal like 
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the front camera which is dominated by wrong prediction 
without measurement/update while the corridor camera 
gives right prediction and measurement, then the 
performance of this method will be highly dependent on 
the selection of appropriate weight. Although it is 
possible to improve the performance by tuning to the 
weight which gives better, the selection of weight is not 
robust. This is the main drawback of this method. The 
other point to consider is even after accurate choice of 
appropriate weight, there will be some outliers in the 
result. This is due to the fact that if detection is missed in 
one of the camera, the method is taking a single 
detection times its weight and as the weight is less than 
1, the result will be affected to somehow. This problem is 
also reduced by using some threshold to switch into use 
of the detection as it is in seated of multiplying by weight 
when a detection is missed for consecutive 3 in one of 
the camera. 
 
Figure 9 Fusion results for both methods (green=GT, 
red=HOG). 
The Winner take all method gives better fusion 
result by biasing into the detection which gives better 
score. The important part of this method is when 
detection is missed from one cameras, it will take all the 
information from the other camera. This gives better 
result as the effect of the existing detection is not 
reduced by multiplying with some fraction weight like the 
weighted sum fusion method. The drawback of this 
method is neglecting the contribution of the second 
detection when both cameras detect a person. Though 
the choice of the point is based on score, neglecting the 
effect of the second detection at all is not good as there 
may have some discrepancy the selected one. 
The overall MSE starting from detection to fusion is 
shown in table 3. From the result it can be concluded that 
the fusion improves the overall tracking. 
HOG HOG+Kalman Weighted sum Winner take all 
17.03 14.68 13.23 12.91 
Table 2 Camparision of MSE of HOG, Kalman and Fusion 
methods 
5 CONCLUSION 
In this paper, comparisons of detection, tracking 
and multisensory fusion methods for people tracking are 
presented. Two detection methods, HOG and CAMshift 
are compared with the ground truth and measured the 
MSE. Based on the MSE result, the HOG detector 
provides better result. Then, a Kalman filter is applied on 
the tracking to improve the tracking results by the 
detectors HOG and CAMshift. The Kalman filter gives 
better tracking result reducing the MSE by a quarter. 
Finally, two fusion methods are implemented and 
compared. The filtered detection result of the same 
person from two cameras is fused by projecting into a 
base plane. The first method is based on weighted sum 
and the second is based on winner take all rule. Both 
fusion methods give batter result in reducing the MSE. 
The contributions of the two cameras used in this 
experiment were not balanced. As a result, a biased 
weights are used to give more priority to the one 
contributes more. But if the position of the cameras is 
adjust to a position where both can contribute equally, 
the MSE can be reduced more to achieve maximum 
tracking results. 
.  
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